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**Part 1, Briefly explain these concepts (20%)**:

a) **Spatial resolution, spectral resolution, radiometric resolution** and **temporal resolution**. Hint: give examples with satellite image and aerial photograph
b) “Raster”, “TIN” and “Point Cloud”
c) Cartographic generalization
d) Visual hierarchy

**Part 2, Cartography (40%)**

Provide an assessment of the map shown on page 3. Which important map elements are present and missing? If you think the map could be improved, suggest some ways on how. Ground your answers on why these changes would improve the map. *The map is shown in landscape view on the next page!*
You have been employed as a GIS engineer for a geological project evaluating the ground water (subsurface water) potential across the border of Sweden and Norway. The groundwater can typically be found in soils filling the larger valleys in Norway and Sweden, very little groundwater is found in intervening highland areas.

You collaborate with other GIS engineers and geologists, and are getting data from geologists in Sweden and Norway. These data consists of point observations (samples from water wells), where the following data are given from the geologists.

- Well capacity (liters of water/hour)
- Depth to the groundwater
- Thickness of the water-bearing horizon (aquifer thickness)
- Chemistry of the water (concentrations of the most important chemical elements, for example Iron, Manganese, Calcium, Potassium,…)

The wanted result is one or several maps showing the volumes of ground water, interpolated from the well data (point observations). Overlayed on this map, or shown in separate maps, should be representation of well capacity and the main water chemistry.

Please discuss how you would solve the problem and how the resulting map(s) should look like. The following aspects should be discussed;

1. Choice of database model and database design
   a. Multi-user or single user database
   b. Which feature classes are necessary
   c. Which raster datasets will be derived
2. Which GIS-operations are necessary to produce the resulting dataset(s)?
3. Discuss potential problems with different projections and geodetic datums across the Swedish-Norwegian border
4. Cartographic considerations and how you can efficiently communicate these data. Also briefly discuss potential web-map publishing. Make a sketch demonstrating how your map(s) would look like.